The family are having dinner. Tom tells the children about the lake in the painting.

The lake is
bigger now.

Really?

Then Tom tells them about the girl and the helmet. Danny is pleased the girl has
a helmet now.

Are you
changing my
painting?

No!

No!
Not us!
es
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3 Who is changing the painting?
= Tom thinks...
= I think...

?
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Draw and decorate a helmet. Tell a classmate about it.

My helmet
has got…

Tom is looking at the painting.
Something is different.
What is it?

It’s the bench.
It’s blue!

Tom goes back to the house. He is very angry. The lake is bigger, the girl has a
helmet and the bench is blue! He thinks the children are changing his painting.

No, Tom! Don’t
be silly!
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5 Match.
Tom goes

the painting is different.

He wants

to talk to Sally.

He is angry because

to the house.

He says the children

are changing his painting.
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Storys
focu
1 Match.
Tom

wants to see an ice cream shop in the painting.

Danny

paints the ice cream shop.

Taniå

paints an orange bench.

Rebeccå

wants to see a boat in the painting.

2 Can it happen in real life? Write yes or no.
a) Children want to change å painting.
b) An artist draws sketches for å painting.
c) A girl in å painting can move.
d) A girl in å painting talks to å boy.

3 Choose a page from the story. Talk about the characters’ feelings.

angry  

excited  

happy  

How does Tom feel
on page 7?

pleased  

tired  

worried

Tom is angry.
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Tom Webster
A day at the lake.
Oil paint on canvas.

1 Find the information in the label. Write.
Name of the artist:
Art materials:
Title of the picture:

2 Follow the instructions to create a picture.
Choose and write the art materials you will use.

chalk

14

coloured
pencils

crayons

paints

watercolours

